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DVA LAST
2013
The last stand [videorecording] / Lionsgate; Di Bonaventura Pictures; produced by Lorenzo di
Bonaventura; written by Andrew Knauer; directed by Kim Jee-Woon.
After leaving his LAPD narcotics post, Sheriff Ray Owens moved and settled into a life fighting what
little crime takes place in sleepy border town Sommerton Junction. That peaceful existence is
shattered when Gabriel Cortez, one of the most notorious drug kingpins, makes an escape from the
FBI. Cortez begins racing towards the US-Mexico border, straight through Sommerton Junction.
DVD ALEX
2006
Alex Rider [videorecording]: Operation Stormbreaker / the Weinstein Company; Isle of Man Film; UK
Film Council and Entertainment Film Distributors presents; a Samuelson Productions; VIP
Medienfonds 4 Production; in association with Rising Star; screenplay by Anthony Horowitz;
produced by Marc Samuelson, Peter Samuelson, Steve Christian, Andreas Grosch; directed by
Geoffrey Sax.
Alex Rider has been trained since birth for a career as a spy. It's not until his beloved uncle, Ian
Rider, dies that Alex learns of his intended purpose in life. At just 14, Alex is not sure he can do all
that is required of a super spy. Without much choice he is taken under the wing of Britain's secret
intelligence service. The Special Operations Division of the MI6 sends Alex on a mission which could
save or cost millions and their lives. As Alex embarks on his greatest challenge yet, he learns all is
not as it seems. Equipped with super spy training, Alex is prepared to deal with whatever comes his
way.
DVD CLOU
2013
Cloud atlas [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents; a Cloud Atlas production/X-Filme
Creative Pool and Anarchos production; produced by Grant Hill ... [et al.]; written for the screen and
directed by Lana Wachowski & Tom Tykwer & Andy Wachowski.
An exploration of how the actions of individual lives impact one another in the past, present and
future, as one soul is shaped from a killer into a hero, and an act of kindness ripples across centuries
to inspire a revolution. The story is a time-shifting weave of six interlinking narratives, with diverse
settings from the savagery of a Pacific Island in the 1850s to a dystopian Korea of the near future.
J DVD LEGO
2013
Lego Batman, the movie [videorecording]: DC superheroes unite / writer, Jon Burton.
When Bruce Wayne receives the man of the year award, fellow billionaire Lex Luthor becomes
jealous and decides to run for President. To create the atmosphere for his type of fear-based politics
Lex recruits the Joker to perfect a Black LEGO Destructor Ray which wreaks havoc on Gotham. As Lex
destroys Batman's tech, Batman reluctantly turns to Superman for help.

